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SWEECK ON THE
PODIUM IN DVV
TROFEE AT NIEL. LOES
SELS TAKES
THE SECOND
IN THE WOMEN’S RACE.
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new contracts
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Sweeck on the podium in Dvv Trofee at Niel. Loes
Sels takes the second in the women’s race
Mathieu van der Poel (Corendon-Circus) won the second round of the
DVV Trofee at Niel, attacking from
an elite group three laps before the
finish to take his eighth win of the
season. Toon Aerts (Telenet Fidea
Lions) took second place, ten seconds back, while Laurens Sweeck
(Pauwels Sauzen-Vastgoedservice)
rounded off the podium, 36 seconds
down.
Initially going it alone on the second
lap, van der Poel was caught by Aerts, Sweeck, and Aerts’ teammate
Lars van der Haar midway through

the race. Both Sweeck and the Telenet men put on the pressure at various points, with van der Poel even
hitting the deck at one point, but it
was the Dutchman who would prevail, attacking for what turned out to
be the final time later on.
In the women’s race world Champion Sanne Cant (Enetherm- BKCP)
won her first race of the season, taking the win just ahead of her cousin
Lois Sels.

Mirza & Mori sign new contracts

Yousif Mirza and Manuele Mori will continue with UAE Team Emirates. In the last
days at the team camp in the United Arab
Emirates, the Asian champion and Italian
agreed to prolong their contracts.
Mirza (first picture), 30 years old, signed
a two-year deal. He stands out in UAE
cycling and is the face of a movement
that the WorldTeam is leading. The UAE
cyclist will have the possibilities race for
national and continental events, both on
the road and track, in addition to his usual
generous contribution to the team.
“I’m happy to be able to continue to be
apart of this magnificent team that takes the name of my country around the
world,” Mirza said. “It’s an honour to
be a member of this team, sharing the

joy of success with my mates and sharing my love for cycling with others from
the UAE. I hope to inspire those to ride
their bikes. In these first two years that
I’ve been in the team, we were able to
reach our goals: seeing more and more
bikes on the road, people of all age passionate for our sport and acting with my
team-mates as role models. The bar is
continually lifted, bringing in many other
champions into this project, and for my
part, I’m going to continue giving my utmost to push it ahead.”
Thanks to the new one-year contract,
Mori at age 38 will become the oldest rider in the team. He’s raced 15 years and
gained much experience that he’s passing on to the young riders in the team.

Did you know that…
In the 1957 Giro d’Italia, Ernesto Colnago presented Nencini with the first custom made to measure bicycle. “Up until then,
Gastone was always raced with standard bicycles - says Colnago -, looking at how powerful his pedaling was and above all
his excellent descending skills. I decided to make a custom frame for Nencini, with a special geometry that would improve
stability in descending and provide more rigidity for his pedaling”.
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